PRODUCT CATALOG 2019

WHAT’S NEW
SIMPLICITÉ POLYDIP 40G POWDER
Simplicité Powders are pigmented, very fine coloured powder
that completely cover the nail in just two dipping applications,
saving you time and money! Now available in 40g size.

NSI COLOUR KIT
Create beautiful acrylic nail art with the new
NSI Colour Kit. Vibrant colors bring your designs
to life, and mix them together to create an
entirely new color range.

TECH-GEL GLITTER BASE
The Tech-Gel Glitter Base can be used for a variety of
nail art. From custom glitter mixes, to candy balls,
even as a blooming gel. The possibilities are endless!

ABOUT THE COVER:
NSI Global Educator, Darlene Tewitz created this dazzling set using all NSI Products. Darlene
has been an NSI educator in Canada since 2008, and in 2013 she became part of the NSI global
educator team that teaches and travels the world. Over the past 2 years Darlene has become a
major part of R&D of new products and colors for NSI.
Follow her on Instagram @nailgirl11

ACRYLIC NAIL POWDER
Clears
Completely transparent without
cloudiness or bubbles.
Crystal Clear
7462
7463
7464
7465

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)
907 g (32 Oz.)

Totally Clear
7522
7523
7525

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)

Whites
The brightest whites, ideal for infills.
Pure White

ATTRACTION ACRYLIC SYSTEM
Designed for effortless workability and flow with a spring
back action and feel, unique to our industry. The powder is
pigment rich, and allows the nail tech to customize for each
client. Delivers exceptional adhesion, strength and flexibility.

7468
7469
7470

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)

Radiant White
7512
7513
7515
7516

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)
907 g (32 Oz.)

Sheer Pink •
A must have, barely-there pink.

Essential Bond Primer
Essential Bond (Acid-Free) Primer is designed
for use with your favorite NSI gel and acrylic
systems.
8800

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

7532
7533
7535
7536

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)
907 g (32 Oz.)

Radiant Pink •

Rose Blush •••

An intense, translucent cool pink.

Warm neutral masking pink.

7502

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

7480

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

7503
7505

130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)

7481
7482

7506

907 g (32 Oz.)

7483

130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6
Oz.)
907 g (32 Oz.)

Extreme Pink •

Purely Pink Masque •••

A super bright, translucent pink.

Cool masking pink.

7588

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

7572

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

7589
7591

130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)

7573
7575

130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6
Oz.)

Peach Blush •••

Intense Pink ••

Warm peach masking colour.

Semi-translucent intense pink.

7486
7487

7497
7496

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)

Purely Pink ••
Semi-translucent cool pink.
7562
7563
7565

OPACITY KEY:

sheer

40 g (1.4 Oz.)
130 g (4.6 Oz.)
700 g (24.6 Oz.)

semi-sheer

Attraction Professional Kit

opaque

For elongated contrasting pink and whites, use
opaque colour options.
For natural pink and whites with just a hint of
colour, use semi-sheer or sheer colour options.

Attraction Acrylic System Kits
7930
9455
7932
7934

Attraction Sampler Kit
Attraction Yummy Kit
Attraction Discover Kit
Attraction Professional Kit

ACRYLIC NAIL POWDER

Veil White Powder
A bright white.
1304

40 g (1.41 Oz.)

Disguise Powder ••
A soft rose cover powder
with a glistening pink shimmer.
1301

40 g (1.41 Oz.)

Conceal Powder •• A

SECRETS ACRYLIC SYSTEM
The Secrets Acrylic System allows you to create
beautiful, strong acrylic enhancements that mask
the natural nail with a touch of shimmer. The secret
to effortless application is the self-leveling Secrets
Masquerade Powders.

pure peach cover powder with
a glistening gold shimmer.
1302

40 g (1.41 Oz.)

Pure Ice Powder
A transparent powder to
encapsulate your nail art design.
1303

Secrets Acrylic Kits
1315

Secrets Artisté Intro Kit

40 g (1.41 Oz.)

ACRYLIC NAIL LIQUID
Attraction Nail Liquid

Spa Nail Liquid

Evaporates slowly, reducing odors for
a pleasant salon and spa environment.
Draws the powder to the brush for
quicker and easier bead pick-up.

A superior odor-free sculpting monomer
that delivers beautiful, long lasting
enhancements without the scent of
traditional EMA liquids. This monomer
is the perfect enhancement addition for
spas, salons and schools.

7123

118 mL (3.9 Fl. Oz.)

7124

240 mL (8.1 Fl. Oz.)

7126

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)
Gallon (Four 32 Fl. Oz.) One

7127
7128

7402

59 mL (2 Fl. Oz.)

7403

118 mL (3.9 Fl. Oz.)

Gallon Pack
(Four 128 Fl. Oz.)

Primerless Nail Liquid

Universal Nail Liquid

Eliminate the use of a nail primer with
this nail liquid without sacrificing the
ease of use.

The original cross-linking monomer
that creates tough, yet thin nail
enhancements. Non-yellowing formula
uses a UV shield to block out UV
exposure to retain colour clarity, and
keeps enhancements looking new.
Perfect alternative for sensitive clients.

1317

100 mL (3.4 Fl. Oz.)

1312

200 mL (6.7 Fl. Oz.)

7104

236.6 mL (8.1 Fl. Oz.)

7106

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)

7107

Gallon (Four 32 Fl. Oz. Containers)

GLASS DAPPEN DISH WITH LID
The Glass Dappen Dish is an essential tool for all nail technicians. It prevents
contamination of the nail liquid, and the lid reduces liquid evaporation. Using
the Glass Dappen Dish promotes monomer stability until the last drop is used.
3719

Glass Dappen Dish with Lid

WHAT IS SIMPLICITÉ?
With the awakening of an old technology using traditional cyanoacrylate dip systems, we wanted to bring this
idea into the light cured era. We call it Simplicité, it’s easy to use, easy to remove and easy to extend a nail or
do repairs on natural nails. The beauty of Simplicité, is that it’s unique formula bonds to the natural nail,
absorbs the polymer and, once cured, stays strong, durable and flexible.

Simplicité is the perfect product for both spas and the beauty market. Simplicité is easy to learn and teach
to new technicians. It is also an ideal product for transitioning clients from a gel polish manicure to nail
enhancements. It has the polished look that clients love from gel polish, but the strength of a nail enhancement.

WE ASKED
THE PROS:

Why
Simplicité?

R

R

With the Simplicité PolyDip System, you
can work all five fingers at the same time
bec ause there is no risk of produc t drying.
Traditional resin dip systems only allow you to
work on one finger at a time.

Simplicité uses a unique formulated
oligomer that absorbs the powder for
fuller, even colour coverage. Traditional
dip systems use a resin, which is an adhesive.
The dip powder only sticks to the top layer.

Denise Wright

Darlene Tewitz

NSI Global
Educator, UK

NSI Global
Educator, Canada

R

R

Easily maintain the NSI Simplicité PolyDip
nail enhancement with regular infills.
Traditional resin dip systems need to be
soaked off and redone every time.

Clients love that Simplicité feels like
wearing polish, it doesn’t feel tight
on the nail like other dip systems.
It does not have the polymer shrinkage
that causes that tight feeling, like any
resin based dip systems.

DIPPING SYSTEM
Clear
A transparent powder
perfect for a base layer.
6700

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

Pink Silk
A slightly sheer bright pink
for a flawless french.
6710

40 g (1.4 Oz.)

SIMPLICITE POLYDIP SYSTEM

Opaque Pink

Simplicité PolyDip System fits between the permanent
polish market of gel polish, and traditional nail
enhancement services like Attraction Acrylic or Balance
Gels. The Simplicité PolyDip System is a whole new
level of nail dipping systems. The unique light cured
technology is faster than other dip systems and keeps
clients’ nails stronger and healthier.

An opaque nude pink for
a natural looking nail.
6720

40 g (1.4
Oz.)

White
30g Crystal Tabletop Jar
The inserts can be removed and
sanitized after each dipping
application. Additional inserts are
6310
Single Jar
available.
63116

6 Jar Inserts

A completely opaque white
for a flawless dipped french.
6725
40 g (1.4
Oz.)

DIPPING SYSTEM LIQUIDS

1
2

Prep

Essential Seal

Quickly preps the nail before
application of Simplicité Bond.

Essential Seal is an ultra shiny LED
and UV curable top coat. Essential
Seal works over your favorite NSI
products!

6760

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

4

8804

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

Essential Bond Primer

French White

Essential Bond (Acid-Free) primer is
designed for use with your favorite
NSI gel and acrylic systems.

A LED/UV curable brush-on white
for the perfect smile line with the
Simplicité System.

8800

6764

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

PolyBase

3

The LED/UV curable PolyBase
makes the Simplicité System
unique to other dip systems.
Polybase does not air dry, it
absorbs the dipping powder for
a fuller colour coverage.

Simplicité PolyDip System Kits

6762

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

6806

Simplicité Perfect Pair

6765

120 mL (4 Fl. Oz.)

6802

Simplicité Sampler Kit

6804

Simplicité Trial Kit

6800

Simplicité Discover Kit

COLOURED POWDERS
Simplicité PolyDip Powders are pigmented, very
fine coloured powder that completely cover the
nail in just two dipping applications, saving
you time and money!

NEW!
NEW!
40g Size
Simplicité Powders are pigmented, very fine
coloured powder that completely cover the nail
in just two dipping applications, saving you
time and money! Now available in 40g size.

TRADITIONAL LED/UV HARD GEL
Body Builder Clear
Crystal clear building gel.
8421
8420
8422
8423

9.5 g (.33 Oz.)
15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

Builder Clear
Crystal clear gel for building
and overlays.
8401
8400
8402
8403

9.5 g (.33 Oz.)
15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

BALANCE LED/UV GEL SYSTEM
The Balance LED/UV Gel System combines advanced
light cured technology and precision products, to create a
unique hard gel system. The Balance LED/UV Gel System
is incredibly user friendly, and only hardens when cured.

Builder Blush ••
A bright pink colour with just
a hint of opacity.
8411
8410
8412
8413

9.5 g (.33 Oz.)
15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

Body Builder Cover Pink Warm •••
Warm opaque pink building gel.
8431
8430
8432
8433

Balance LED/UV Gel System Kits
8480

Balance LED/UV Sampler Kit

8482

Balance LED/UV Professional Kit

9.5 g (.33 Oz.)
15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

TRADITIONAL UV HARD GEL
Clears
Crystal clear high-gloss shine with no cloudiness.
Body Builder Clear
7675
7676
7677

15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

Builder Clear
7661
7662
7664

15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

Finish Clear
7641
7642
7645

15 g (.52 Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)
113 g (4 Oz.)

Bright Whites

BALANCE UV GEL SYSTEM

The brightest white colour.
Radiant White Sculptor

Balance UV Gel System is user-friendly and offers the nail
technician the option to do natural nail overlays, tip and
overlays, sculpting on a form and indestructible pedicures.

Essential Bond Primer
Essential Bond (Acid-Free) Primer is designed
for use with your favorite NSI gel and acrylic
systems.
8800

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

OPACITY KEY:

7691

15 g (.52 Oz.)

7692

30 g (1.1 Oz.)

sheer

semi-sheer

opaque

For elongated contrasting pink and whites, use
opaque colour options.
For natural pink and whites with just a hint of
colour, use semi-sheer or sheer colour options.

Body Builder
Cover Pink •••

Builder Sheer Pink •
A barely there, translucent pink for
clients that want just a hint of colour.

Cool opaque pink.

7621

15 g (.52 Oz.)

7653

15 g (.52 Oz.)

7622

30 g (1. Oz.)

7654

30 g (1.1 Oz.)

Body Builder
French Pink •

Builder Blush ••
A soft pink colour with just
a hint of opacity.

Bright, translucent pink.

7666

15 g (.52 Oz.)

7776

7667

30 g (1.1 Oz.)

7777

7669

113 g (4 Oz.)

Body Builder Cover Pink Warm •••
Warm opaque pink.
7658

15 g (.52 Oz.)

7659

30 g (1.1 Oz.)

15 g (.52
Oz.)
30 g (1.1 Oz.)

CURING UV GELS IN
THE DUAL CURE LAMP
1.

Connect D.C. Adaptor

2.

Press ON/OFF Button and place hands
into the lamp.

3.

Infrared sensors will automatically start
and cure for 2 Minutes.

4.

Cure the UV products according to UV
cure times.

REMOVABLE GELS
Builder Clear
Completely transparent without
cloudiness or bubbles.
1560

6 g (.21 Oz.)

1580

14 g (.49 Oz.)

Brush On White
Ideal for French smile line.

SECRETS LED/UV GEL SYSTEM
The Secrets LED/UV Gels have been formulated for easy
application. It glides on smooth and fast with a self-leveling
property. It has the strength of a traditional gel with added
flexibility that can be easily maintained or soaked off. These
gels provide incredible coverage and cure in LED or UV.

1562

6 g (.21 Oz.)

1582

14 g (.49 Oz.)

Cover Pink •••
Cool opaque masking pink.
1555

6 g (.21 Oz.)

1584

14 g (.49 Oz.)

Cover Pink - Warm •••
Cool opaque masking pink.
1554

6 g (.21 Oz.)

1595

14 g (.49 Oz.)

Builder Blush •• The
perfect pop of pink for a
glowing finish.
Secrets Removable Discover Kit

Secrets LED/UV System Kits
1489

Secrets LED/UV Trial Kit

1558

Secrets LED/UV Discover Kit

1561

6 g (.21 Oz.)

1581

14 g (.49 Oz.)

LED/ UV Nail Lamp
30 bulbs evenly spaced
for a proper cure.
Cures all five fingers or
toes at once.
Never replace your
bulbs again.
Removable magnetic
reflector tray.

DUAL CURE LED/UV LAMP
A new nail lamp that cures both UV and LED products! The
Dual Cure Lamp technology lets you choose between a UV
or LED cure. Use both the UV and LED products you love,
without purchasing multiple lamps!

Superior Photo-Active Technology! The
Dual Cure Lamp is specifically engineered to improve
the photo-active consistency, resulting
in a consistent depth of cure and superior photo
penetration.

Designed for the nail tech,
inside and out!
Dual Cure LED/UV Lamp
562

220 Volts

563

110 Volts

The Dual Cure Lamp is a lightweight but durable
lamp, withstanding over 50,000 salon hours of use.
The stylish cube shape is user-friendly and takes up
minimal space on a nail station.

GEL POLISH

POLISH PRO GEL POLISH
A revolutionary gel polish formula that lasts 2-3 times
longer than a natural nail manicure, without chipping,
smudging or cracking. Polish Pro is light-cured, soaks
off in minutes and is available in an ever-expanding
array of shades.

Base & Top Coats
Essential Base Coat
8802

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

Essential Seal
8804

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

TECH-GEL COLOUR GELS
Dress up your mani with one of the Tech-Gel Colour
Gels for a polished look. Perfect for adding a
touch of colour, colour fades and nail art designs

NEW!

TECH-GEL GLITTER BASE
Tech-Gel Glitter Base can be used for a variety of nail
art. From custom glitter mixes, to candy balls, even
as a blooming gel. The possibilities are endless!
•
•
•
•

Mix your own unique gels
Use to Create Blooming Gel Art
Create Candy Balls
Show off your creativity and talent

8787

Tech-Gel Glitter Base

CUSTOM GLITTER MIX GEL:
1.

Using your Secrets Sparkles, choose either
one colour or mix different shades of sparkles
to customize. Be sure to mixed well together.

2.

Be sure to use an opaque jar when adding in
your Tech- Gel Glit ter Base.

3.

Squeeze out the Tech- Gel Glit ter Base into the jar
so that there is a ratio of gel to glitter of at least 2:1.
You need to ensure there is enough gel for it to cure.

4.

Using your brush, or metal tool, mix the gel into the
glitter until evenly mixed and distributed. Now you
have a custom glitter gel!

5.

Using your #5 Touch Tip Kolinsk y Brush, Gather
a small amount of gel on your brush. Apply in polish
style strokes to the nail.

6.

Cure for 30 seconds LED or 2 Minutes UV.

7.

Apply Essential Seal and cure for 30 seconds in
LED or 2 minutes in UV.

8.

Remove the tacky layer with a Nail Wipe saturated
in Cleanse.

SECRETS SPARKLES
Secrets Sparkles are very fine,
exceptionally reflective pure glitters to
enhance designs, mix with acrylic or
gel, or dip straight into.

SECRETS SHADES
The Secrets Shades Acrylic Powders
are extremely pigmented, very fine,
coloured acrylic powders designed
for amazing control and workability.

SECRETS DESIGN GELS
Secrets Design Gels have a high gloss, tack-free finish
and can be used over gel or acrylic enhancements.

SECRETS EFFECTS
Secrets Effects Powders combine
clear acrylic powder with gorgeous
sparkles to add a stardust effect to
your enhancements.

NSI COLOUR KIT
Create beautiful acrylic nail art with the new NSI Colour
Kit. Vibrant colors bring your designs to life, and mix them
together to create an entirely new color range.
6808 NSI Colour Kit

CRAVING EVEN MORE COLOR?
If you are looking for more coloured acrylic choices, use the Simplicité Colour Powders!
They are super fine coloured powders, and they can be used with your favorite NSI monomer.
The NSI Colour Kit is our new special kit that shows you just how easy it is to use the Simplicité
Colour Powders with Attraction Monomer.

BUILD YOUR PALETTE
Organize your everyday favorites! This gorgeous palette can
hold up to fifteen Secrets jars and is perfect for travel and to
keep at your workstation. The jars can be easily removed so
you can mix-and-match your favorite Secrets products!

Secrets Art Palette
6224 Includes fifteen 5 g (.18 Oz.) empty jars
6306 Empty Palette

NEW!

Your Secret Weapons
BEHIND EVERY
DESIGN

Stylish Engraved
NSI Logo in handle

Vented cap offers
protection during
storage and travel

NAIL ART

ACRYLIC

GELS

HD Detailer Brush
HD 3D Brush

Baby Grand
Grand

Touch Tip #5

NAIL BRUSHES

#8 Royal Precision Brush

#5 Touch-Tip Brush

Made from pure kolinsky sable hair. Vented cap
offers protection for the brush during storage
and travel, while allowing air circulation and acts
as a handle extender.

The shorter handle allows the nail tech to work closer to
the nail for greater sculpting precision. Recommended for
use with gel systems. Made from pure, kolinsky sable hair.

3520

3502

#5 Touch-Tip Kolinsky (Oval)

#8 Royal Precision Kolinsky

HD 3D Brush

#6 Baby Grand Brush

A firm feeling brush with a pointed
tip to enable detailed 3D designs
and creativity.

Ideal for creating of thin, beautiful, and properly designed
nail enhancements. Smaller barrel is designed for less
liquid pick-up. Made from pure, kolinsky sable hair.

1494

3500

HD Detailing Brush

#8 Grand Brush

A fine tipped brush perfect for
delicate, easy and refined drawing.

Ideal for creating of thin, beautiful, and properly designed
nail enhancements. Larger barrel allows for increased
liquid pick-up. Made from pure, kolinsky sable hair.

1493

3501

#6 Baby Grand Kolinsky (Round)

#8 Grand Kolinsky (Round)

NAIL FORMS
FITTING TECHNIQUES

Platinum Nail Forms

An important part to sculpting with a nail form is to
ensure a proper fit. The strength of a sculpted nail
is only as strong as the fit of the form.

SKILL LEVEL: All
PRODUCT TYPE: Acrylic / Gel
LENGTH: All
PERFECT FOR: A Versatile Nail Form

Perfect for techs that need a versatile nail form. These forms
are great form for sculpting all nail shapes. For gels: Apply a
thin clear gel base layer under your enhancement, to ensure
a complete cure.
3735
Ct.)

(300

Stiletto Nail Forms
SKILL LEVEL: Advanced
PRODUCT TYPE: Acrylic / Gel
LENGTH: Long
PERFECT FOR: Next Level Nail Art

Before applying the form to your client’s finger, try
rolling your C-Curve into place. Approach the nail with
your curved form and place it under the free edge of
the nail. Place the bottom tabs together in the front
and back evenly and then squeeze the bottom tabs
tight. Squeeze the top of the nail form along your
client’s finger, this will help you create a very tight fit. A
fitted form should look like images above.
SOME THINGS TO LOOK FOR:
•
•
•

Is the form straight?
Is it tight to eliminate seepage?
Are you happy with your C-Curve?

These forms are ideal for sculpting alternative nail shapes.
Allows you to sculpt longer enhancements without doubling
up forms. You can even use these forms for sculpting with gels.
1360

(300 Ct.)

NAIL TIPS
Precision Plus Nail Tips

Clear

Natural

Beautifully flatter and extend the nail,

1630

200-Ct. (asst. #1-10)

1610

200-Ct. (asst. #1-10)

without the look of a bulky nail. The
tips’ side walls are softly tapered
in, and the C-Curve is delicate but
strong and flexible enough for a
deeper more dramatic curve.

1631
1632

50-Ct. Refill (Size #1)

1611
1612

50-Ct. Refill (Size #1)

50-Ct. Refill (Size #2)

1633

50-Ct. Refill (Size #3)

1613

50-Ct. Refill (Size #3)

1634

50-Ct. Refill (Size #4)

1614

50-Ct. Refill (Size #4)

Tech-Tips Nail Tips

1635
1636
1637

50-Ct. Refill (Size #5)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #6)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #7)

1615
1616
1617

50-Ct. Refill (Size #5)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #6)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #7)

1638

50-Ct. Refill (Size #8)

1618

50-Ct. Refill (Size #8)

1639

50-Ct. Refill (Size #9)

1619

50-Ct. Refill (Size #9)

1640

50-Ct. Refill (Size #10)

1620

50-Ct. Refill (Size #10)

Clear

Effortlessly create almond shaped
nails without needing to sculpt.
The tips are thin, light and flexible.
Plus they are the perfect platform
for nail art, dipping, and
enhancement overlays.

Natural

1670

200-Ct. (asst. #1-10)

1650

200-Ct. (asst. #1-10)

1671

50-Ct. Refill (Size #1)

1651

50-Ct. Refill (Size #1)

1672

50-Ct. Refill (Size #2)

1652

50-Ct. Refill (Size #2)

1673

50-Ct. Refill (Size #3)

1653

50-Ct. Refill (Size #3)

1674

50-Ct. Refill (Size #4)

1654

50-Ct. Refill (Size #4)

1675

50-Ct. Refill (Size #5)

1655

50-Ct. Refill (Size #5)

1676
1677

50-Ct. Refill (Size #6)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #7)

1656
1657

50-Ct. Refill (Size #6)
50-Ct. Refill (Size #7)

1678

50-Ct. Refill (Size #8)

1658

50-Ct. Refill (Size #8)

1679

50-Ct. Refill (Size #9)

1659

50-Ct. Refill (Size #9)

1680

50-Ct. Refill (Size #10)

1660

50-Ct. Refill (Size
#10)

Polybond Adhesive
Fast-drying, brush-on clear adhesive. Polybond is ideal
for applying nail tips and nail art add ons because it
holds strong and won’t yellow the product or nail tip.
1140

50-Ct. Refill (Size #2)

7 mL (.23 Fl. Oz)

NAIL FILES
a.

Endurance Nail Files
Revolutionary file that last 4 times longer than the
average abrasive and is extremely effective for rapid
product reduction, easing the nail tech’s effort and
fatigue when filing. Varying levels of grit make
Endurance Files excellent for all nail services.

b.

(a.) 3599
3606
(b.) 3598
3605

c.

(c.) 3597
3604
(d.) 3594
3607
d.

150/150 - Single
150/150 - 50
Pack
100/100 - Single
100/100 - 50
Pack

180/240 Buffer - Single
180/240 Buffer - 25
Pack

Lavender Block Buffer
Used for smoothing and finishing nail enhancements,
and removing the yellow discoloration on the surface
of natural nails.
(e.) 3622
3662

180/180 - Single
180/180 - 50
Pack

Single
50
Pack
e.

NEW!

Bond Enhancer

Bond

Base Coat

Seal

Air Dry

PH Balancer

Acid-Free Primer

LED/UV Base Coat

LED/UV Top Coat

Air Dry Top Coat

Bond Enhancer is not
a nail primer, it works
by balancing the pH
level of the nails’
surface to promote
adhesion. Using Bond
Enhancer as an added
prep step adds extra
adhesion.

Designed for use
with your favorite gel
and acrylic systems.
Bond primes the
natural nail before
application of product.
Bond will not discolor
the enhancement or
burn the skin.

Base Coat is a LED
and UV curable base
gel that provides
exceptional adhesion
to the natural nail.
Base Coat prevents
lifting, and improves
the wear of hard gels
and gel polishes.

Seal is a LED and
UV curable top coat
for your favorite
products. Seal
brushes on smooth
to seal and protect
the nail with a radiant
high gloss finish.

No lamp needed, just
let Air Dry! Seals and
protects polished nail
enhancements in just
3 minutes. Apply after
the application of
polish and allow to Air
Dry for an ultra-shiny,
no-smudge finish.

8800

8802

8804

8806

0910

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

Essential Kit
Bond Enhancer - 15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.), Bond - 15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.),
Base Coat - 15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.), Seal - 15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)
8820

Essential Kit

MISC. PRODUCTS
Glaze ‘n Go LED

Glaze ‘n Go

Enhancement Sealant
Glaze ‘n Go LED is a tack-free enhancement
Top Coat for use over gel or acrylic services
to save time on buffing and filing. Just Glaze,
Cure and Go for a Tack-Free Shine!

Enhancement Sealant
Brushes on like a polish, for a radiant, tackfree finish. Provides a long-lasting, scratchresistant high gloss shine, that cures in 90
seconds in any full hand UV nail lamp.

5307

5301

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

5303

236.6 mL (8 Fl. Oz.) Refill

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

Line Out
Fill Line Eraser
The first product in the world that
erases and eliminates fill and repair lines.
Penetrates under the acrylic or gel and
bonds the previously applied enhancement
to the natural nail.
4131

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

Soothing Soak Off
Soothing Soak Off Remover gently
removes the product and leaves skin soft
and moisturized. Now even soaking off old
product can make your client feel pampered!

Soothing Soak Off Remover
4150

250 mL (8.4 Fl. Oz.)

4151

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)

Superbond

Nurture Oil Cuticle Oil

Methacylic Acid Primer

perfect finishing touch for your
salon service. Nurture Oil pampers
and conditions the skin around the nail.

Original primer formula used in the
nail industry. Made of 100% methacylic
acid to promote adhesion.
7000

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

1131

15 mL (.5 Fl. Oz.)

1132

75 mL (2.5 Fl. Oz.)

The

Nurture Oil (Display)
1133

12 Pk. (.23 Fl. Oz. Bottles)

1136

6 Pk. (.5 Fl. Oz. Bottles)

MISC. PRODUCTS
Purify

Nailpure Plus

Fast acting spray for hands, work
areas, and implements. An essential
prep product for any salon service.

A deep cleanser and dehydrator for
the natural nail that reduces lifting
and improved adhesion.

4109

70 mL (2.4 Fl. Oz.)

4115

70 mL (2.4 Fl. Oz.)

4110

250 mL (8.4 Fl. Oz.)

4116

250 mL (8.4 Fl. Oz.)

4112

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)

4117

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)

Brush Cleaner

Cuticle Pusher

Cleaning solution for the care, cleaning,
and maintenance of all professional nail
enhancement brushes.

Quickly preps the natural nail by gently
pushing back the eponychium and
exposing the true cuticle. Also provides
aid in removing product.

4309

70 mL (2.4 Fl. Oz.)

4312

250 mL (8.4 Fl. Oz.)

6225

Metal Cuticle Pusher

Cleanse

Nail Wipes

Cleans and removes tacky dispersion
layer of light-cured gel products. Also
used to remove any dust that may be
present after filing.

Lint-free, all purpose wipe used for
removal of nail polish, gel tacky layer,
and much more.

7030

70 mL (2.4 Fl. Oz.)

7031

250 mL (8.4 Fl. Oz.)

7034

946 mL (32 Fl. Oz.)

3710

200 Ct.

Building a com munity, one nail at a tim e.
WWW.NSINAILS.COM | 800.354.6741 |
@NSINAILS

